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GMA41-TB/HD

About this product

Thank you for purchasing this KONAMI product. This manual explains how to operate your
game machine correctly and safely.

•Failure to operate the machine correctly could result in malfunction or
accidents, so please read this manual carefully before commencing
operation. Be sure to operate the machine as described in this manual.
•Keep this manual carefully so as to be ready for use when necessary.
•If the machine still fails to display or to get started, immediately turn OFF
the main power switch and contact your nearest dealer.

•This manual covers the following models:

•GMA41-TB
•GMA41-HD
The specifications of GMA41-TB may be somewhat different from GMA41-HD.
In such a case, read the descriptions of the model which applies to the game machine you
are operating.
•Be sure to read the following.
Set the memory card before use.
It is impossible to use this machine even when you turn ON the main power switch in the
factory settings state.
Set the attached memory card to the PCB unit before use.
When starting the machine, read "6-3 Setting the memory card" in page 41 of this manual
and follow the procedure.

•The specifications of this product are subject to change without notice for
reasons such as improving the performance.
•The contents of this game, its main devices and design are protected under each law
concerning patent, copyright and other intellectual properties.
•Unauthorized reproduction of this document or any of its contents is strictly
forbidden.
© 2001 KONAMI ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
Portions of this product c 1996-1999 3Dfx Interactive, Inc.
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Precautions for use
ENGLISH

The following safety precautions are given throughout this manual. They must be strictly
followed to protect those who install, use or maintain this product as well as to prevent other
people’s injuries and property damages.

Be sure to read the following
•The following suggestions show the degree of danger and damage caused when the
product is used improperly with the suggestions disregarded.
WARNING

Indicates a situation where disregarding the
suggestions could result in death or serious
injury.

CAUTION

Indicates a situation where disregarding the
suggestions could result in injury or product
damage.

•The following graphic suggestions describe the types of precautions to be followed.
Indicates a matter of which care should be taken.

Indicates a matter which is forbidden.

Indicates a matter which should be performed
without fail.
•Definitions of qualified in-shop maintenance persons and industry specialist who handle this product.
•In this instruction manual, some procedures require a qualified in-shop maintenance person or
industry specialist. For such instructions, a qualified person must take care of the jobs.
·Otherwise an electric shock, machine trouble, or a serious accident may result.
·Replacing the machine parts, inspecting and maintaining the machines, and troubleshooting must be
assigned only to a qualified in-shop maintenance person or industry specialist. This booklet gives
instructions that hazardous jobs in particular must be handled by an industry specialist. Qualified
in-shop maintenance persons and industry specialist are defined as follows.
Qualified in-shop maintenance persons
· A qualified in-shop maintenance person must have experiences in maintaining amusement machines,
money changers and the like. Under the supervision of an amusement machines shop owner or
manager, he or she routinely assembles, installs, inspects and maintains the amusement machines, or
replaces their component units and consumable parts, in the amusement machines workshop and/or
shop.
Jobs handled by qualified in-shop maintenance persons
· Assembling, installing, inspecting and maintaining amusement machines and money changers, and
replacing their component units and consumable parts.
Industry specialist
· An industry specialist must be engaged in designing, manufacturing, inspecting and servicing amusement
machines. Or he or she must have an education in electrical, electronic and mechanical engineering,
and routinely maintain and repair amusement machines.
Jobs handled by industry specialist
· Assembling and installing amusement machines and money changers, and repairing and adjusting
their electrical, electronic and mechanical component parts.
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Precautions for use

WARNING

•Be sure to consult your nearest dealer when setting up, moving or transporting this product.
·This product should not be set up, moved or transported by anyone other than industry specialists.
Doing so could result in injury or product damage.
·When installing this product, be sure to set the 12 adjusters stable on the floor and make sure that the
product is installed stably in a horizontal position.
Unstable installation may result in injury or accident.
·When installing this product, use case not to apply undue force to opening and closing parts and other
movable parts. Otherwise, injury or accident may result, or the product may be damaged.
•This product is an indoor game machine. Never set up the game machine outside.
·Setting up this product outside could result in accidents or equipment failure.
•Do not set up the game machine near emergency exits.
·Doing so could block exits in time of emergency and could result in death or serious
injury.
•Do not set up the game machine.
·Otherwise an accident or malfunction may result.
·In a place exposed to rain or moisture.
·In a place exposed to direct sunlight.
·In a place exposed to direct heat from air-conditioning and heating equipment, etc..
·Near hazardous flammable substance such as thinner and kerosene.
·On an inclined or uneven floor.
·Near fire extinguishing equipment.
·In a place exposed to strong vibration.
·In a place exposed to excessive dust.
·Near equipment generating strong magnetism or electric waves.
•Do not place containers holding chemicals or water on or near the game machine.
·Electrical shock or damage could be caused by water or foreign matter entering the
inside of the machine.
•Do not place objects near the ventilating holes.
·Doing so could cause the internal temperature to rise excessively, resulting in fire or
equipment failure.
•Do not bend the power cord by force or place heavy objects on it.
·Doing so could result in electric leakage or fire.
•Never plug or unplug the power cord with wet hands.
·Doing so could result in electrical shock.
•Never unplug by pulling the power cord.
·Doing so could damage the cord, resulting in electric leakage or fire.
•When opening the back door for setting the memory card, be sure to turn OFF the
main power switch and unplug the power cord.
·Otherwise an accident or electric shock may result.
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ENGLISH

Setting Up

CAUTION

•Be sure to use indoor wiring for within the specified voltage range. For extension
cord, use indoor wiring of the specified rating or more.
·Failure to do so could result in fire or equipment failure.
•Be sure to use the attached power cord and networking cable.
·Otherwise a fire or machine trouble may result.
•Never plug more than one cord at a time in the electrical receptacle.
·Doing so could result in fire or electrical shock.
•Never use the attached networking pin jack for any game machines other than the
“THRILL DRIVE 2” machines, nor for any audio-visual appliances and communication
equipment. While the communication mode is not used, keep the networking pin
jack open.
·Otherwise the game may fail to work or get in trouble.
•Lay the power cord, networking cable away from the passages where people walk
along.
·Otherwise people may trip over them and get injured. The cable may also be stepped on
and get damaged.
•Do not bend the networking cable by force or place heavy objects on it.
·Doing so could result in electric leakage or fire.
•Be sure to ground this product.
·Otherwise an electric shock or machine trouble may be caused.
•Clearance of 100 mm (3.94in) or more should be created between the game
machine and walls. When two machines are placed side by side, be sure to provide
a clearance of 100 mm (3.94in) or more between them.
·Otherwise the machine (s) cannot be ventilated well, resulting in malfunction.

Operation
WARNING

•If there is any abnormality such as smoke, bad smell or abnormal noise being
emitted from the machine, immediately turn OFF the main power switch and unplug
the power cord from the receptacle to stop operating it.
·Using the machine in abnormal conditions could result in fire or accidents.
In case of abnormality
1 Turn OFF the main power switch.
2 Unplug the power cord from the receptacle.
3 Contact your nearest dealer.
•Do not leave the power cord plugged improperly or covered with dust.
·Doing so could result in electrical shock or fire, so inspect the power cord monthly or more
frequently.
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Precautions for use

CAUTION
•Do not use this product anywhere other than industrial areas.
·Using in a residential area or an area next to a residential area could affect signal
reception of radios, television sets, telephones, etc..
•Players should be advised of the following precautions.
·Doing so could cause accidents or illness.
·Please do not play this game if
·You have been drinking.
·You are tired are sick or have been recently sick.
·You think you might be pregnant.
·You exercise is medically regulated.
·You are susceptible to muscle spasms or loss of consciousness due to sound, light or moving
pictures.
•Do not plug or unpug the power cord with wet hands.
·Doing so could result in electrical shock.
•In handling the power cord and the networking cable, follow the instructions below.
·Otherwise an electric leak, fire or electric shock may result. Normal communication play
may also be impossible.
·Do not damage the power cord.
·Do not modify the power cord.
·Do not bend the power cord excessively. ·Do not twist the power cord.
·Do not heat the power cord.
·Do not pull the power cord.
·Do not bind the power cord.
·Do not tread on the power cord.
·Do not sandwich the power cord.
·Do not drive a nail into the power cord.
•If the power cord or power plug becomes damaged, stop using the machine
immediately and ask your nearest dealer to replace the parts.
·Using a damaged power cord or power plug could result in fire or electrical shock.
•Do not place anything on the machine. Do not give shock and impact to the
machine either.
·The thing may drop or the machine get damaged, which may get you injured.

Inspection and cleaning
WARNING
•Be sure to turn OFF the main power switch and unplug the power cord from the
receptacle before inspecting or cleaning the machine.
·Failure to do so could result in electrical shock.
•When replacing parts, be sure to use parts of the correct specifications. Never use
parts other than the specified ones.
·Using improper parts could result in fire or equipment failure.
•There is high voltage inside the machine. Only the qualified industry specialist is
allowed to open the back door. With the back door open, be very careful not to
touch the monitor and its nearby parts.
·Otherwise an accident or electric shock may result.
•If the sub power switch of the service panel is turned OFF without turning OFF the
main power switch of the power supply unit, some parts in the units remain live.
When opening the back door, be sure to turn OFF the main power switch and unplug
the power cord from the receptacle.
•Otherwise, there may arise a danger of accident or electric shock.
•Strictly refrain from disassembly and repair of parts which are not indicated in this
manual, as well as settings and remodelling.
·Otherwise, a fire, malfunction or trouble may result.
In case of any trouble, ask your nearest dealer for repairs and other services.
KONAMI will not resume any responsibility for the damage to the product attributable to
disassembly and repair of parts which are not indicated in this manual, as well as settings
and remodelling.
•To clean the game machine, wipe it with a soft cloth dampened in a neutral detergent
and wrung out.
·Using thinner or other organic solvent or alcohol may decompose the material.
·Electrical shock or equipment failure could be caused by water entering the inside of the
machine.
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Moving and transportation

CAUTION

•The game machine contains parts such as the monitor, electronic components and
precision components which are sensitive to vibrations and impacts.
Great care therefore should be taken when moving and transporting the game
machine. Be sure not to let the machine tip over.
•Before moving the machine, be sure to turn OFF the main power switch, unplug the
power cord, from the receptacle and remove the power cord and networking cable
from the machine.
·Stepping on or tripping over the power cord or the networking cable may result in an
accident or damage the machine.
•Before moving the machine, be sure to separate the main unit and seat unit and
fully raise the 12 adjusters so that the machine can be moved on the casters.
·Otherwise accidents, machine damage or trouble may result.
•When moving the units, be careful not to apply undue force.
·Which may cause an accident or damage the machine.
•When moving the main unit, be sure to push it along sideways (to the right or left).
When moving it on a slope or getting it over a level difference, be sure to take the
buddy system.
·Otherwise the unit may turn over, resulting in an accident or damage.
•When moving the unit, take care that no undue force is applied to the opening /
closing sections or moving sections of the machine.
·Otherwise injury, accidents or machine damage may result.

PRECAUTION
IN HANDLING
•When setting up, inspecting, maintaining, moving or transporting this product, follow the
procedures and instructions set forth in this manual and perform such work safely.
•Do not remove labels of “WARNING”, “CAUTION”, etc. attached to the product.
•Do not set up, handle, inspect, maintain, move or transport this product under conditions equivalent
to the condition of “WARNING” or “CAUTION” specified in this manual.
•If a new owner is to have this product as a result of transfer, etc., be sure to give this manual to the new owner.
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Locations of warning and other safety labels
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Types of warning and other safety labels
1

5

4
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2
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8
9

3

• The above is an example.
The entries are different from
destination to destination.
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1 Specifications
ENGLISH
1872 (73.7)

730
(28.7)

156
(6.14)

425
(16.7)
860
(33.9)

759
(29.9)
425
(16.7)

840
(33.1)

1441
(56.7)

1522
(59.9)

700
(27.6)

1540
(60.6)

Specifications
Dimensions

Refer to the figure above: mm(in)

Weight

Total weight : Approx. 355 kg (782.8lb)
Main unit
: Approx. 275 kg (606.4lb)
Seat unit
: Approx. 40 kg (88.2lb) (one unit)
•GMA41-TB : 500W (MAX)
•GMA41-HD : 395W (610VA)
29 - inch CRT
Temperature 10 to 35˚C (50 to 95˚F), Humidity 20 to 80%(No dewing is allowed.)
•Instruction manual......................................................... This manual
•Memory card ................................................................................... 2
•Keys for coin door ........................................................................... 2
•Keys for maintenance ..................................................................... 2
•Joint fitting A.................................................................................... 2
•Joint fitting B ................................................................................... 2
•Joint fixing parts (Screw M8X35L, flat washer, spring washer)..... 16
•AC power cord ................................................................................ 1
•Networking cable ............................................................................ 1
•Racing number label ....................................................................... 1

Rated power
consumption
Monitor
Service condition
Attachments

•If any part is defective or not found, contact your nearest dealer.
•The specifications of this product are subject to change without notice for reasons such as
improving the performance.
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1 Specifications

800(31.5) or more

2000(78.7) or more

•When moving the units, be careful
not to apply undue force.
•When moving the unit, take care
that no undue force is applied to
the opening / closing sections or
moving sections of the machine.

mm (in)

Provide a space of the following dimensions for installation of the product.

•Clearance of 100 mm (3.94in) or
more should be created between
the game machine and walls.
When two machines are placed
side by side, be sure to provide a
clearance of 100 mm (3.94in) or
more between them.

100 (3.94)
or more

100 (3.94)
or more

100 (3.94) or more
(space for heat radiation)

Top view

mm (in)

Follow the procedure below when heaving up the main unit.
•More than eight persons should hold the bottom or the
points indicated here. (Approx. 275 kg/606.4 lb)

Strictly refrain form moving the product in the manner as follows

Never move the
machine tilted
backward.
It is dangerous.

Overturn
Do not remove the back
door nor hold the positions
indicated by arrows.

9

Do not lift the
machine by
holding the
control cover
and the steering
wheel.

ENGLISH

Allowance for Carrying-in and Installation of Product
The following allowance dimensions are necessary for carrying the main unit indoors.

CHINESE
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CHINESE
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1872 (73.7)

730
(28.7)

156
(6.14)

425
(16.7)
860
(33.9)

759
(29.9)
425
(16.7)

840
(33.1)

1441
(56.7)

1522
(59.9)
1540
(60.6)

355kg (782.8lb)
275kg (606.4lb)
40kg (88.2lb)(
¥GMA41-TB : 500W (MAX)
¥GMA41-HD : 395W (610VA)
(50~95ßF)

16

)

700
(27.6)

800(31.5)

2000(78.7)

CHINESE

mm (in)

100 (3.94)

100 (3.94)

100 (3.94)

mm (in)

(

275 kg/606.4 lb)
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2 Names of parts

PC board
(Steering wheel
control board)
Monitor adjustment
PCB

Door switch
PC board
(Steering wheel control board)

Seat
Back door

Power unit
Circuit protector

Main power switch

Game PCB
unit
Transformer
Power unit

Seat unit
Seat adjust lever
Joint fitting A
Main unit

Switching power A
Power inlet

Switching power B

Pin jacks for network
connection

AC power cord

Fluorescent light

Shift unit

Speaker
Steering whell
unit

Monitor

Demagnetizing
button
Test button
Service button

Control cover
Start button

Seat cover

Coin
selector

Coin input port

Coin Box

Coin return lever

Coin counter

Maintenance
door
Joint fitting B
Pedal unit
Coin return port

Coin door

Caster
Adjuster
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Sub power
switch

3 How to play
“THRILL DRIVE 2” is the second version of a unique driving game with the concept “Crisis
and panic management when driving”. You can maneuver your car, jumping, tilting sideway,
rushing up and down a cliff and doing many other terrific and comical car actions out of the
real world. Try to reach the goal within the time limit. In a networked play, up to 4 players
can drive in competition.
How to play
1 Put a coin(s) in the slot.
The “SELECT CAR” screen appears.
2 Choose a player car on the “SELECT CAR” screen.
Use the steering wheel to choose a car and step on the accelerator pedal or
press the start button to decide it.
If the shift lever is set to neutral, the AT (automatic transmission) mode is selected.
If the lever is set to up side or down side, the MT (manual transmission) mode is
selected.
·AT ...... Gearshift is not needed during the game play.
·MT ..... Gearshift is needed during the game play.
When the player car is decided, the “SELECT COURSE” screen appears.
3 The following courses can be selected on the “SELECT COURSE” screen.
·JAPAN
·EUROPE
·U.S.A.
When other players join the game, the course is decided by majority.
In case of a tie, priority will be given to “JAPAN”, “U.S.A.” and “EUROPE” in this
order.
4 When the above selection is made, what has been chosen will appear on the
screen and the game will start.
5 If a player reaches the finish line within the time limit or the time is up, the game is over.
When the game is over, the race results are displayed and the player’s driving
technique is judged by analysis graph or scores.
Joining the game halfway
Nobody can join the game halfway.
Continuing the game
Once the game is over, the player can not continue the game.
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3 How to play
KONAMI website ranking event
By setting “INTERNET RANKING” on the “GAME OPTIONS” screen to “YES”, the
player can join the ranking event in KONAMI website.
Ranking-in the procedure
1 A password is displayed when the player reaches the goal in the one-player
mode and the game is over.
2 Note down the password and access the KONAMI homepage at the following
website.
http://www.konami.co.jp/am/AM_English
3 Enter the specified items and get them registered for ranking in.
·The above KONAMI website can be accessed from the player’s computer
or other terminal, not on the game machine.
The player is expected to pay the access cost.
The schedules and durations of ranking events will be separately introduced.
(Keep in mind that those events will not be held for some reasons.)
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4 Opening and closing the doors
4-1 Opening and closing the maintenance door
How to open the maintenance door

•Take care not to apply any load or impact to the maintenance door when
it is open.
•After closing the maintenance door, be sure to check that the door is locked
securely.

1

2

Insert the attached maintenance
key in the maintenance door and
turn it clockwise.

Maintenance door

Open the maintenance door.

How to close the maintenance door

1
2

Close the maintenance door.
Turn the maintenance key counterclockwise and draw it out.
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4 Opening and closing the doors

4-2 Opening and closing the coin door
Opening and closing the coin door and removing the coin box

•Take care not to apply any load or impact to the coin door when it is open.
•Securely lock the door for protection against burglaries.
•Note that the coin box is considerably heavy to take out if it is full of coins.

1

Insert the attached coin door key
in the coin door and turn it
clockwise.
Coin door
Coin box

2

Open the coin door and take out
the coin box.

Coin counter

1

You will find the coin box when the
coin door is opened.
The coin counter is located under
the coin box.
Coin counter

•To move the coin counter onto the
service panel, see page 44.

MEMO
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5 Networking and Game settings
5-1 How to networking the machine
Using two sets of this product, up to four network-compatible machines can be
interconnected for networked play. To enable the networked play, connect the
accompanying networking cable to the network pin jacks of the cabinet.

•When using the game machine independently, do not connect anything to
the pin jack for network connection.
• For networking, leave open the not-to-be-used network pin jacks.
•The network connection pin jack is dedicated to the “THRILL DRIVE 2”
machine. Never use it for any other game machines and audio-visual
equipment. Be sure to employ it to interconnect the same “THRILL DRIVE 2”
machines.
•Be sure to use the accompanying networking cable or the substitute cable
described on page 60.
•When the machines are networked, be sure to make the “NETWORK ID”
settings in the “NETWORK OPTIONS” screen on page 32. Then make
sure the networking is complete.

Networking cable
Keep this network pin jack open.

Pin jacks for network connection.
(Connect the cable to either of the jacks)

Networking cable

Networking example

1P

2P

3P
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5 Networking and Game settings

5-2 Checking the game performance
When the power switch is turned ON, the self-diagnostic test will get started. The test
results will be displayed on the screen. If the machine fails to switch on, check the
main power switch and the sub power switch to see if they are both on.
(See page 42) Keep in mind that the power does not turn on if the back door is not
tightly closed.

•For networking, be sure to connect with the same “THRILL DRIVE 2”
machine.
•Do not change the DIP switch setting of the machine to other than factory
setting.
•If an abnormality persists or the machine does not operate properly,
immediately turn OFF the main power switch, unplug the power cord from
the receptacle and contact your nearest dealer.
Result of self test
If test is OK
· The steering wheel and other components are automatically repositioned. The
machine then goes to the game mode and the demonstration game gets started.

If any abnormality is detected
· “BAD” or “HARDWARE ERROR (***)” appears on the screen, and the checking
is repeated.
“SYSTEM WORK BACKUP DATA ERROR” appear, press the test button on the
service panel. (The device settings will be back to the factory settings.)
If “OPTION SETTINGS BACKUP DATA ERROR.” and “PRESS TEST SWITCH
TO INITIALIZE.” appear, press the test button on the service panel.
(The settings will be back to the factory settings.)
If “RECORD BACKUP DATA ERROR.” and “PRESS TEST SWITCH TO
INITIALIZE.” appear, press the test button on the service panel.
(The course record will be back to the factory setting.)
If “BOOKKEEPING BACKUP DATA ERROR.” and “PRESS TEST SWITCH TO
INITIALIZE.” appear, press the test button on the service panel.
(The bookkeeping data will be back to the factory setting.)
If an abnormal display continues or the machine does not operate normally,
immediately turn OFF the main power switch and contact your nearest dealer.
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5 Networking and Game settings

5-3 Repositioning the steering wheel and others
After the self-test, the positions of the steering wheel, accelerator pedal and brake
pedal are corrected automatically.
Then “DO NOT TOUCH THE CONTROL DEVICES WHEN THE MACHINE IS
BEING INITIALIZED.” appears on the screen. With the message onscreen, never
touch the steering wheel, accelerator pedal and brake pedal. At this time, the
steering wheel turns itself several times clockwise and counterclockwise.
Result of position check
If test is OK
•When the position check is over, the operation mode returns automatically to
the game mode.
If any abnormality is detected
The result of check is displayed as follows on the screen.
•Steering wheel abnormal
The message “DEVICE ERROR (STEERING WHEEL)” appears on the screen.
What to do ............ The steering wheel control exceeds the correctable range
or the steering wheel reaction device is out of order. Make
the adjustment by referring to “7-4 Replacing and adjusting
the potentiometer” in pages 48 to 50.
•Accelerator abnormal
The message “DEVICE ERROR (ACCELERATOR)” appears on the screen.
What to do ............ The accelerator control exceeds the correctable range.
Make the adjustment by referring to “7-4 Replacing and
adjusting the potentiometer” in pages 51 and 52.
•Brake abnormal
The message “DEVICE ERROR (BRAKE)” appears on the screen.
What to do ............ The brake control exceeds the correctable range. Make the
adjustment by referring to “7-4 Replacing and adjusting the
potentiometer” in pages 51 and 52.
If any of the above signs is displayed, press the test switch on the service panel to go
to the test mode. (The “MAIN MENU” screen shows up.) Then choose “I/O CHECK”
to check the device which shows the error. If the “DEVICE ERROR (****)”is still
displayed after the adjustment, the device itself may be in trouble. Immediately turn
OFF the main power switch, unplug the power cord and contact your nearest dealer.
If the “GAME MODE” is selected on the “MAIN MENU” screen with some troubles of
any devices, the game may not be played normally.
If an abnormality persists or the machine does not operate properly, immediately turn
OFF the main power switch, unplug the power cord from the receptacle and contact
your nearest dealer.
Setting the time
If the timer is not set yet in the “BOOKKEEPING”, the following message appears on
the screen.
“PLEASE SET THE TIME FOR THE BOOKKEEPING”
Press the test button, and the “MAIN MENU” screen shows up instead in the test
mode. Select the “BOOKKEEPING” screen and set the time. Without this setting,
the above message appears each time the machine gets started.
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5 Networking and Game settings

5-4 Setting and adjustment of game mode
Manually make, check and change the settings for the screen displays and game
contents.
Starting the test mode
1 Turn ON the power switch.
2 Press the test button on the service panel during the game mode demo (during
the game mode demo of all the game machines in the case of networking).
(Hold down the test button and turn ON the power switch. The current settings
are cleared and the factory settings are restored.)
·The main menu appears on the screen.

Quit the test mode
1 Choose the “GAME MODE” from the main menu by the shift lever.
2 Press the start button.
·Then, the screen returns to game mode.
MAIN MENU
¥Checking the controls.
--> Page 27
¥Adjusting the screen distortion
--> Page 28
¥Adjusting the display color.
--> Page 28
¥Checking the disk media.
--> Page 28
¥Checking the C.G. performance.
--> Page 29
¥Setting various sound options.
--> Page 29
¥Setting various game options.
--> Page 30
¥Setting various coin options.
--> Page 31
¥Setting various network options.
--> Page 32
¥Calibrating the steering wheel, etc.
--> Page 34
¥Displaying the bookkeeping information of coins. --> Page 36
¥Returning all the settings to the factory ones. --> Page 38
¥Returning the game mode.

I/O CHECK
SCREEN CHECK
COLOR CHECK
DISK MEDIA CHECK
C.G. CHECK
SOUND OPTIONS
GAME OPTIONS
COIN OPTIONS
NETWORK OPTIONS
CALIBRATION
BOOKKEEPING
ALL FACTORY SETTINGS
GAME MODE
GEAR SHIFT UP/DOWN = SELECT OPTION
PRESS START BUTTON = DO CHECK

•If the time is not set yet, “> <” starts flashing around “BOOKKEEPING” to
prompt you to set the system clock.

MEMO
Selecting each mode
How to select each mode from the main menu
·SELECT --> Move the shift lever up side or down side.
·SET
--> Press the start button.
After selecting a mode, refer to the page on which that mode is described in details.
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5-5 Mode descriptions
The original factory settings are displayed in green; the changed settings are
displayed in red.
·To change the settings, move the shift lever up side or down side to select an item,
and press the start button to enter it.
·After the setting change, select “SAVE AND EXIT” and press the start button.
The settings are saved automatically and the screen returns to the main menu.
·If “EXIT” is selected after the modification of the settings, the following message
will appear:
NEED TO PRESS START SWITCH
YOU DID NOT SAVE. DO YOU WANT TO SAVE? [YES / NO]
Select “YES” or “NO” by shift lever up side or down side and set it by pressing the
start button.
If “YES” is selected, the new settings will be saved with “NOW SAVING” displayed
and the screen will return to the main menu.
If “NO” is selected, the new settings will not be saved with “NO MODIFICATION”
displayed.
•If “FACTORY SETTINGS” is selected and the start button is pressed, all the
settings of the mode will be back to the factory ones.

MEMO

I/O CHECK
Checking the controls
Mode for checking the performance each control.
To return to the main menu screen, hold press the start button and move up side
the shift lever.
I/O CHECK
VOLTAGE:5.000v
GEAR SHIFT LEVER
TEST BUTTON

DOWN
#
UP
OFF

STEERING WHEEL
+00000 [0000]
ADC:00000 [0000]
ACCELERATOR PEDAL
00000 [0000]
ADC:00000 [0000]
FOOT BRAKE PEDAL
00000 [0000]
ADC:00000 [0000]

COIN MECH SWITCH1
COIN MECH SWITCH2
START BUTTON
SERVICE BUTTON

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

LEFT
CENTER
RIGHT
I------+---------------+----I-----------+------I
MIN
MAX
I------+---------------+----------------+------I
MIN
MAX
I------+---------------+----------------+------I

HOLD START BUTTON + GEAR SHIFT DOWN = ACTIVE STEERING TEST
HOLD GEAR SHIFT UP + PRESS START BUTTON = EXIT

•This screen is just an example.

•If the steering wheel or the
accelerator pedal is not correctly
adjusted, make an adjustment by
referring to “7-4 Replacing and
adjusting the potentiometer” on
page 48 to 52.

MEMO
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Shows the voltage of the game PCB unit.
Shows the condition of each switch.
•ON ...............The switch is on.
•OFF .............The switch is off.
•ERROR .......The switch is defective.
The marker position changes to show the input value.
ADC: Value before correction from the A/D converter.
Shows the value for the steering wheel in decimal
(hexadecimal) notation.
The steering wheel is set properly when it is fully
turned clockwise and the red “I” mark comes to the
“RIGHT” position as well as when it is fully turned
counterclockwise and the mark comes to the “LEFT”
position.
Shows the value for the accelerator pedal in decimal
(hexadecimal) notation.
The accelerator pedal is set properly when it is
released and the “I” mark moves to “MIN” as well as
when it is fully pressed and the mark moves to “MAX”.
Shows the value for the brake pedal in decimal
(hexadecimal) notation.
The brake pedal is set properly when it is released
and the “I” mark moves to “MIN” as well as when it
is fully pressed and the mark moves to “MAX”.
Check the steering wheel reaction device by putting
down side the shift lever while pressing the start button.
The steering wheel turns automatically
clockwise and counterclockwise by turns during
checking. Then, make sure that the “I” mark moves
accordingly to the right and left on the meter which
shows the value for the steering wheel. Do not touch
the steering wheel while this checking is conducted.

5 Networking and Game settings

SCREEN CHECK
Adjusting the screen distortion
Mode for checking the screen display.
Adjust the focus, distortion and size of the image on the screen while watching the
crosshatch pattern. Use the monitor adjustment PCB to make adjustments.
To return to the main menu screen, press the start button. (See page 57)

COLOR CHECK
Adjusting the display color
Mode for checking the display color.
Make the adjustment using the monitor adjustment PCB so that the colors of the
color bars should appear properly graded and the background should become black
sufficientry. Use the monitor adjustment PCB to make adjustment. (See page 57)
To return to the main menu screen, press the start button.

DISK MEDIA CHECK
Checking the disk media
Mode for checking the disk media
In this mode, the disk media check sums are checked one after the other. “OK”
appears on the screen when not in trouble: “BAD” if in trouble. When the machine
is put into this mode, tilt down the shift lever to start checking automatically.
Press the start button to interrupt checking or return to the main menu screen.
DISK MEDIA CHECK

DISK MEDIA CHECK

Counts down from “100”.
Checking is complete when at “0”.

100

PRESS START BUTTON = EXIT

When the disk media have been completely checked, “OK” appears.
DISK MEDIA CHECK OK

If anything wrong is in the check results, “BAD” appears.
DISK MEDIA CHECK BAD

• If “BAD” appears, immediately turn OFF the main power switch, unplug the AC
power cord from the receptacle and contact your nearest dealer.
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C.G. CHECK
Checking the C.G. performance
Mode for checking the function of the C.G..
Watch the screen in this mode to make sure the images appear correctly.
To return to the main menu screen, press the start button.
C.G. CHECK

Two cubes are rotating entangled
with each other.
Another cube is shown coming up
the foreground and down the background
and rotating alternately opaque and
translucent.
PRESS START BUTTON = EXIT

SOUND OPTIONS
Setting various sound options
Mode for setting and checking the sound options.
Move the shift lever up side or down side to select an item, and press the start
button to enter it.
To return to the main menu screen, select “SAVE AND EXIT” or “EXIT” and press
the start button.
Turns on and off the demo play sound.
•ALL THE TIME .............. Sound always on.
•ONCE EVERY 4 CYCLES ......... Sound on every 4 cycles.
•COMPLETE OFF .......... Sound always off.

SOUND OPTIONS
SOUND IN ATTRACT MODE
B.G.M. IN GAME MODE
SOUND SCALE CHECK
B.G.M. VOLUME

ALL THE TIME
ON

Turns on and off the background music during the
game.
•ON .............. Background music on.
•OFF ............ Background music off.

20

SOUND EFFECTS VOLUME

20

SCREAM IN ATTRACT MODE
POLICE CAR SIREN

ON
ON

You will hear a “do-re-mi…” musical scale from the
left speaker first and then from the right speakers.
This is repeated twice.
(The second round is given sound effects.)
Adjusts the background music volume level from
0 (mute) to 30 (maximum).
•To raise the sound level, hold press the start
button and move up side the shift lever.
•To lower the sound level, hold press the start
button and move down side the shift lever.

FACTORY SETTINGS
SAVE AND EXIT
EXIT
GEAR SHIFT UP/DOWN = SELECT OPTION
PRESS START BUTTON = MODIFY SETTING

Adjusts the sound volume level from
0 (mute) to 30 (maximum).
•To raise the sound level, hold press the start
button and move up side the shift lever.
•To lower the sound level, hold press the start
button and move down side the shift lever.

•This screen is just an example.

Sets whether shouting is on or off during the attract
mode.
•ON ........................ Shouting is heard.
•OFF ...................... No shouting is heard.
Sets whether the siren is on or off during the game.
•ON ........................ Siren is heard.
•OFF ...................... No siren is heard.
Press the start button to clear all the settings in
this mode back to the factory settings.
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GAME OPTIONS
Setting various game options
Mode for setting and checking the game options.
Move the shift lever up side or down side to select an item, and press the start
button to enter it.
To return to the main menu screen, select “SAVE AND EXIT” or “EXIT” and press
the start button.

•When networking the machines, be sure to set all the machines to the
same settings. (except for the “NETWORK ID” settings in the “NETWORK
OPTIONS” screen)
Sets a difficulty level for each mode. (from the 8 levels.)
1:EASIEST
Easier
2:VERY EASY
3:EASY
4:MEDIUM----------------------------- Standard
5:MEDIUM HARD
6:HARD
7:VERY HARD
8:HARDEST
Harder

GAME OPTIONS
COURSE SETTINGS
JAPAN
USA
EUROPE

DIFFICULTY
4:MEDIUM
4:MEDIUM
4:MEDIUM

LANGUAGE DISPLAY
CURRENCY DISPLAY
SPEED METER DISPLAY
MOTOR POWER LEVEL
RECORD SAVING
INTERNET RANKING

ENGLISH
U.S. DOLLAR
km/h
MEDIUM
YES
NO

The on-screen display appears only in English, not
selective for any other languages.
Sets the unit of currency appearing on the screen.
•U.S. DOLLAR ................Currency of U.S.A.
•H.K. DOLLAR ................Currency of HONGKONG
Selects the speed meter display. [km/h] or [MPH]

CLEAR RANKING DATA
FACTORY SETTINGS
SAVE AND EXIT
EXIT

Sets the return force of the steering wheel.
•OFF................................No return force
•POWERLESS ...............Weak
•MEDIUM........................Standard
•POWERFULL................Strong

GEAR SHIFT UP/DOWN = SELECT OPTION
PRESS START BUTTON = MODIFY SETTING

Sets whether to take or not the course record.
•YES...Takes and initializes the course record.
•NO.....Does not take and initialize the course record.

•This screen is just an example.

Sets whether to provide or not the Internet ranking.
•YES...The Internet ranking password is displayed
when the current play is over.
•NO.....No password is displayed even when the game
is over.
Clears the ranking data.
Press the start button to clear all the settings in this
mode back to the factory settings.
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COIN OPTIONS
Setting various coin options
Mode for setting and checking the coin options.
Move the shift lever up side or down side to select an item, and press the start
button to enter it.
To return to the main menu screen, select “SAVE AND EXIT” or “EXIT” and press
the start button.

•The coin setting options are not displayed when “FREE PLAY” is set to
“YES”. In such case, remember the game will be free.

Selects a free play.
•YES......Available for free play.
•NO........Not available for free play.

COIN OPTIONS
FREE PLAY
COIN MECHANISM
COIN SLOT 1
COIN SLOT 2
START

NO
COMMON
1 COIN [S] 1 CREDIT [S]
1 COIN [S] 1 CREDIT [S]
2 CREDIT [S] TO START

Sets the credits of coin slots common or independent
when two or more coin slots are available.
•COMMON.............When two or more coin slots are
available, their credit is common.
•INDEPENDENT....The credit of each coin slot is
independent.

FACTORY SETTINGS
SAVE AND EXIT
EXIT

Sets the number of credits for a coin.
(16 COINS 1 CREDIT to 1 COIN 1 CREDIT.)
Sets the number of credits required to start the game.
(1 CREDIT to 16 CREDITS.)

GEAR SHIFT UP/DOWN = SELECT OPTION
PRESS START BUTTON = MODIFY SETTING

Press the start button to clear all the settings in this
mode back to the factory settings.

•This screen is just an example.
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NETWORK OPTIONS
Setting various network options
This mode is used to set the network ID and to check the networking condition of
each networked machine.
When the machines have been networked, be sure to check the networking condition
on this screen.
Move the shift lever up side or down side to select an item, and press the start
button to enter it.
To return to the main menu screen, select “SAVE AND EXIT” or “EXIT” and press
the start button.

•When networking the machines, be sure to set all the machines to the
same settings. (except for the “NETWORK ID” settings in the “NETWORK
OPTIONS” screen)
•If any of the three items responds incorrectly, it indicates possible
communication malfunction.
•If the machine still shows the same trouble or any troubles that are not
discussed in this manual, immediately turn OFF the main power switch,
unplug the power cord and contact your nearest dealer.

NETWORK OPTIONS
NETWORK ID
GAME JOINING PERIOD

Shows network ID.
Enters different numbers (machine numbers) to the
monitors of the machines that will be networked.

1
12

FACTORY SETTINGS
SAVE AND EXIT
EXIT

Sets the waiting time for networking.
Choose from 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28 and 32 seconds.

THIS BOARD-ID IS 1
ID No.1
ID No.2
ID No.3
ID No.4

Press the start button to clear all the settings in this
mode back to the factory settings.

ERROR DOWN STATUS
0
0
I
0
0
I
0
0
DNC
0
0
DNC

The current network conditions appear.
The “I” mark is moving from left to right when the
machine is networked.

GEAR SHIFT UP/DOWN = SELECT OPTION
PRESS START BUTTON = MODIFY SETTING

“DNC” (Did Not Connect) appears if the machine is
not networked.

•This screen is just an example.

Check items (Watch the screen for longer than 1 minute and make sure the following 3 conditions are met.)
·Check that the “I” mark in the STATUS column is moving from the left to the right at a fixed
speed.
·Check that the value in the ERROR column is below “10” after one minute.
·Check that the value in the DOWN column does not change from “0”.
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Screen display when game machines are networked
•Two machines are networked. (2-P PLAY)
Screen for player 1
Screen for player 2
NETWORK OPTIONS
NETWORK ID
GAME JOINING PERIOD

NETWORK OPTIONS
1
12

NETWORK ID
GAME JOINING PERIOD

FACTORY SETTINGS
SAVE AND EXIT
EXIT

FACTORY SETTINGS
SAVE AND EXIT
EXIT

THIS BOARD-ID IS 1

THIS BOARD-ID IS 2

ID No.1
ID No.2
ID No.3
ID No.4

ERROR DOWN STATUS
0
0
I
0
0
I
0
0
DNC
0
0
DNC

ID No.1
ID No.2
ID No.3
ID No.4

GEAR SHIFT UP/DOWN = SELECT OPTION
PRESS START BUTTON = MODIFY SETTING

2
12

ERROR DOWN STATUS
0
0
I
0
0
I
0
0
DNC
0
0
DNC

GEAR SHIFT UP/DOWN = SELECT OPTION
PRESS START BUTTON = MODIFY SETTING

•Four machines are networked. (4-P PLAY)
Screen for player 1

Screen for player 2

NETWORK OPTIONS
NETWORK ID
GAME JOINING PERIOD

NETWORK OPTIONS
1
12

NETWORK ID
GAME JOINING PERIOD

FACTORY SETTINGS
SAVE AND EXIT
EXIT

FACTORY SETTINGS
SAVE AND EXIT
EXIT

THIS BOARD-ID IS 1

THIS BOARD-ID IS 2

ID No.1
ID No.2
ID No.3
ID No.4

ERROR DOWN STATUS
0
0
I
0
0
I
0
0
I
0
0
I

ID No.1
ID No.2
ID No.3
ID No.4

GEAR SHIFT UP/DOWN = SELECT OPTION
PRESS START BUTTON = MODIFY SETTING

ERROR DOWN STATUS
0
0
I
0
0
I
0
0
I
0
0
I

GEAR SHIFT UP/DOWN = SELECT OPTION
PRESS START BUTTON = MODIFY SETTING

Screen for player 3

Screen for player 4

NETWORK OPTIONS
NETWORK ID
GAME JOINING PERIOD

NETWORK OPTIONS
3
12

NETWORK ID
GAME JOINING PERIOD

FACTORY SETTINGS
SAVE AND EXIT
EXIT

FACTORY SETTINGS
SAVE AND EXIT
EXIT

THIS BOARD-ID IS 3

THIS BOARD-ID IS 4

ID No.1
ID No.2
ID No.3
ID No.4

2
12

ERROR DOWN STATUS
0
0
I
0
0
I
0
0
I
0
0
I

ID No.1
ID No.2
ID No.3
ID No.4

GEAR SHIFT UP/DOWN = SELECT OPTION
PRESS START BUTTON = MODIFY SETTING

4
12

ERROR DOWN STATUS
0
0
I
0
0
I
0
0
I
0
0
I

GEAR SHIFT UP/DOWN = SELECT OPTION
PRESS START BUTTON = MODIFY SETTING

•This screen is just an example.
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CALIBRATION
Calibrating the steering wheel, etc.
Mode for calibrating the steering wheel, accelerator pedal and brake pedal.
When “DEVICE ERROR (****)” appears in the self-test during system start-up, make
the calibrations in this mode.
Move the shift lever up side or down side to select an item, and press the start
button to enter it.
To return to the main menu screen, select “EXIT” and press the start button.
CALIBRATION
Adjusts the steering wheel.

STEERING WHEEL
ACCELERATOR
BRAKE

Adjusts the accelerator pedal.
Adjusts the brake pedal.

FACTORY SETTINGS
SAVE AND EXIT
EXIT

Press the start button to clear all the settings
in this mode back to the factory settings.

GEAR SHIFT UP/DOWN = SELECT OPTION
PRESS START BUTTON = MODIFY SETTING

•This screen is just an example.

•For the details of calibration of each device, see next page.
•When the calibration is performed and “ERROR” appears, follow the “7-4 Replacing
and adjusting the potentiometer” on page 48 to 52.
•Press and hold the test button and turn ON the power switch, the current
correction value is also cleared.

MEMO
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•To calibrate the steering wheel
Adjust the potentiometer so that the input value is not off-scale on the “I/O CHECK” screen when fully steering
to the right and left. The input value, ranging from 0 to 65535, becomes 0 or 65535 when off-scale.
Choose “STEERING WHEEL” and press the start button so that the screen shown below appears.
Follow the instructions on the screen to make the steering wheel calibration.
At first, the following message appears. Set the steering wheel to center (straight run) and press the
start button.
POSITION THE STEERING WHEEL IN THE CENTRE.
PRESS START BUTTON = CONTINUE

Then, the following message appears. Turn the steering wheel fully counterclockwise and press the
start button.
TURN THE STEERING TO LEFT FULLY
PRESS START BUTTON = CONTINUE

Next, the following message appears. Turn the steering wheel fully clockwise and press the start button.
TURN THE STEERING TO RIGHT FULLY
PRESS START BUTTON = CONTINUE

When the following message appears, release your hands from the steering wheel.
DO NOT TOUCH THE STEERING WHEEL
UNTIL THE MACHINE IS BEING INITIALIZED.
45

The time to finish calibration is displayed here.

When the calibration is finished correctly, “OK” appears.
STEERING WHEEL : OK

In the event of a calibration error, “ERROR” appears. If “ERROR” is still displayed, contact your nearest dealer.
STEERING WHEEL : ERROR

•To calibrate the accelerator pedal and brake pedal
For the accelerator pedal and brake pedal, adjust the potentiometer so that the input value is not off-scale on
the “I/O CHECK” screen when stepping all the way on the pedal or releasing it.
The input value, ranging from 0 to 65535, becomes 0 or 65535 when it comes to the limit.
Choose “ACCELERATOR” or “BRAKE” and press the start button. The messages shown below appear.
Follow the instructions on the screen to make the calibration. (The figures below are for “ACCELERATOR”
selected.)
At first, the following message appears. Never touch the accelerator pedal.
DO NOT TOUCH THE ACCELERATOR

Then, the following message appears. Step fully on the accelerator pedal and press the start button.
STEP ON THE ACCELERATOR FULLY
PRESS START BUTTON = CONTINUE

Next, the following message appears. Release your foot from the accelerator pedal.
RELEASE THE ACCELERATOR.

When the calibration is finished correctly, “OK” appears.
ACCELERATOR : OK

In the event of a calibration error, “ERROR” appears. If “ERROR” is still displayed, contact your nearest dealer.
ACCELERATOR : ERROR
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BOOKKEEPING
Displaying the bookkeeping information of coins
Mode for displaying the total data on the number of coins put in the machine.
If the time is preset on the “CLOCK SETUP” screen, the total data on the number of
coins put into the machine can be checked.
To return to the main menu screen, select “SAVE AND EXIT” or “EXIT” and press
the start button.
BOOKKEEPING
CLOCK SETUP
SET TO

HOUR:
MINUTE:
SECOND:

Sets the current hours (in the 12-hour system).
Sets the current minutes.
Sets the current seconds.

6 P.M.
20
19

SAVE AND EXIT
EXIT

Saves the current time and goes to the
“BOOKKEEPING” screen.
If the above 3 top settings are made but not
saved here, the time is not reflected.

SYSTEM CLOCK 6:20:19 P.M.

Returns to the main menu screen without saving
the time.

GEAR SHIFT UP/DOWN = SELECT OPTION
PRESS START BUTTON = DO CHECK

Displays the time in the built-in calendar memory
in the 12-hour system.
(6:20:19 in the afternoon shown here)

•This screen is just an example.

•Just when the machine has been set up or initialized, set the time in this screen.
•When the time setting has been modified, the bookkeeping information is
automatically cleared. With the current time not set, the total of received
coins and other bookkeeping data are not displayed. (The data once erased
can not be resumed.)

MEMO
When the time has been preset on the “CLOCK SETUP” screen, as shown on the
preceding page, the following each “BOOKKEEPING” is displayed on the screen.
Each time the shift lever up and down, the screen changes as follows.
To return to the main menu screen, press the start button on each screen.
Total number of
coins for last
7 days

Total number of
coins for past 52
weeks

Total number of
coins for each
day of the week

Indication of
play conditions

Total number of
coins per hour.

With the current time already set, the current time and the total coin data can be
cleared by moving up the shift lever and pressing the start button on each screen.
In such case, “DO YOU WANT TO CLEAR ALL BOOKKEEPING DATA? YES/NO”
appears. Moving the shift lever up or down, select “YES or “NO” and press the
start button.
If “YES” is selected, the question for re-confirmation appears on the screen.
If “YES” is selected again, all the bookkeeping data are deleted and “CLEAR
COMPLETED” appears on the screen, the data is saved as was set at the time of
shipment and the main menu appears again automatically.
If “NO” is selected, “NO MODIFICATION” is indicated and the main menu appears
again without deletion of the data.
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Screen of the total number of coins for last 7 days
BOOKKEEPING
COIN DATA OF LAST 7DAYS
TODAY
LAST 7DAYS AVERAGE
TOTAL COINS

100
130
910

Number of coins of today.
Average number of coins of last 7 days.
Total number of coins after the time being set.

YESTERDAY
-2DAY
-3DAY
-4DAY
-5DAY
-6DAY

120
130
140
110
210
0

Number of coins of yesterday.
Number of coins of 2 days ago.
Number of coins of 3 days ago.
Number of coins of 4 days ago.
Number of coins of 5 days ago.
Number of coins of 6 days ago.

GEAR SHIFT UP/DOWN = PREVIOUS/NEXT DATA SUMMARY
HOLD GEAR SHIFT UP + PRESS START BUTTON = DATA CLEAR
PRESS START BUTTON = EXIT

"0" appears for the day whose data is not totalized.

•This screen at left is just an example.

Screen of the total number of coins for past 52 weeks
BOOKKEEPING
COIN DATA OF LAST 52 WEEKS
-01: 910
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
-49: 0

-02: 0
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
-50: 0

-03: 0
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
-51: 00

-04:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
-52:

0

Number of coins of 1 week before.
Number of coins of 2 weeks before.
Number of coins of 3 weeks before.
:
:
:
:
:
"0" appears for the week whose data is not totalized.

0

GEAR SHIFT UP/DOWN = PREVIOUS/NEXT DATA SUMMARY
HOLD GEAR SHIFT UP + PRESS START BUTTON = DATA CLEAR
PRESS START BUTTON = EXIT

•This screen at left is just an example.

Screen of the total number of coins for each day of the week
BOOKKEEPING
COIN DATA OF EACH DAY
TOTAL COINS

910

Total number of coins after the time being set.

SUN
MON
TUE
WED
THU
FRI
SAT

120
130
140
110
100
210
0

Number of coins for Sunday.
Number of coins for Monday.
Number of coins for Tuesday.
Number of coins for Wednesday.
Number of coins for Thursday.
Number of coins for Friday.
Number of coins for Saturday.

GEAR SHIFT UP/DOWN = PREVIOUS/NEXT DATA SUMMARY
HOLD GEAR SHIFT UP + PRESS START BUTTON = DATA CLEAR
PRESS START BUTTON = EXIT

"0" appears for a day of the week whose data is not
totalized.

•This screen at left is just an example.

Screen of indication of play conditions
BOOKKEEPING
PLAY DATA SUMMARY
TOTAL PLAY TIME

Total play time since the setting of time.

10H 2M 0S

AVERAGE PLAY TIME
LONGEST PLAY TIME
SHORTEST PLAY TIME

3M 0S
5M 0S
2M 0S

Average play time.
Longest play time.
Shortest play time.

COIN SLOT 1 COUNT
COIN SLOT 2 COUNT

5
0

Total count for coin slot 1.
Total count for coin slot 2.

TOTAL PLAY COUNT
SOLO PLAY COUNT

5
5

Total number of coins since the setting of time.
Total number of coins for solo play.

GEAR SHIFT UP/DOWN = PREVIOUS/NEXT DATA SUMMARY
HOLD GEAR SHIFT UP + PRESS START BUTTON = DATA CLEAR
PRESS START BUTTON = EXIT
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•This screen at left is just an example.
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Screen of the total number of coins per hour.
BOOKKEEPING
COIN DATA OF EACH HOUR
00:00
01:00
02:00
03:00
04:00
05:00
06:00
07:00

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

08:00
09:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00

0
0
5
5
10
15
15
15

16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00
21:00
22:00
23:00

Total number of coins per hour.

10
15
15
20
30
25
30
10

"0" appears for the hour whose data is not totalized.

GEAR SHIFT UP/DOWN = PREVIOUS/NEXT DATA SUMMARY
HOLD GEAR SHIFT UP + PRESS START BUTTON = DATA CLEAR
PRESS START BUTTON = EXIT

•This screen at left is just an example.

ALL FACTORY SETTINGS
Returning all the settings to factory ones
Mode of returning all the settings of each mode to their factory settings.
Move the shift lever up or down to select “YES” or “NO”. Press the start button to
enter the decision.
When “YES” is selected, you are requested to confirm it. When “YES” is selected
again, all the settings of each mode will be returned to their factory settings with
“NOW SAVING” appearing on the screen. The main menu screen will then show
up itself.
If “NO” is selected, “NO MODIFICATION” is indicated and the main menu appears
again without saving the data of changed settings.
ALL FACTORY SETTINGS

DO YOU WANT ALL FACTORY SETTINGS?
YES / NO

When “YES” is selected,
you are requested to confirm it.

GEAR SHIFT UP/DOWN = SELECT OPTION
PRESS START BUTTON = DO CHECK

•This screen is just an example.

Mode for returning to the factory settings
·SOUND OPTIONS
·GAME OPTIONS
·COIN OPTIONS
·NETWORK OPTIONS
·CALIBRATION
·BOOKKEEPING
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6 Installation and assembling
6-1 Mounting the seat unit
How to mount the seat unit

•When moving the units, use care not to apply undue force to opening and
closing parts as well as moving parts.
•When installing the main unit and seat unit take care not to catch the
your hand.

1

Fix the attached joint fittings A and
joint fittings B temporarily to the
seat unit.

Joint fitting A

Joint fitting B

Screws
M8X35L

Seat unit

The figure shows the example of the right seat.
For the left seat, change the positions of the joint
fittings A and joint fittings B.

2

Fit the main unit and the seat units
and temporarily fix the joint of the
main unit.

Main unit

Screws
M8X35L

Joint fitting A
Joint fitting B
Seat unit

•After finishing the “6-2 Fastening the adjusters” on page 40, tighten the joint
securely.
•The connectors existing between the main unit and the seat unit will not be
used here. Push them into the main unit.

MEMO
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6-2 Fastening the adjusters
How to fasten the adjusters

•Adjust the adjusters so that the casters do not touch the floor. Take care
not to exceed the maximum adjusting height of the adjuster.
•Make all the unit 12 adjusters come in contact with the floor, tighten them
with hexagon nuts after making sure that all the units are placed stably in
a horizontal position.

Caster on the main unit side

Caster on the seat units side

Lift caster about
5 mm (0.2in) from the floor.
Hexagon nut
Max adjusting height:
70 mm (2.76 in)
Min. 65 mm (2.56 in)

Lift caster about
5 mm (0.2in) from the floor.

Hexagon nut
Max adjusting height:
70 mm (2.76 in)
Min. 65 mm (2.56 in)
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6-3 Setting the memory card
How to set up the memory card

•Before setting the memory card, be sure to turn OFF the main power switch
and unplug the power cord from the receptacle.
•There is high voltage inside the machine. Only the qualified industry
specialist is allowed to open the back door. With the back door open, be
very careful not to touch the monitor and its nearby parts.
•If the sub power switch of the service panel is turned OFF without turning
OFF the main power switch of the power unit, some parts in the units
remain live. When opening the back door, be sure to turn OFF the main
power switch and unplug the power cord from the receptacle.

1

Make sure that the main power
switch is turned OFF and the AC
power cord is unplugged.

2

Remove the screws of the back
door.

3

Insert the attached maintenance
key, turn it clock wise and remove
the back door.

Maintenance key

Screws

Back door

•Never touch any part over the
“DANGER: HIGH VOLTAGE” area
shown below.

PCB unit
Eject button
SLOT2
SLOT1

DANGER:HIGH VOLTAGE

4

Insert the memory card of this kit in
the upper slot (SLOT2) of the PCB
unit on both the 1P and 2P sides. Be
careful not to turn the card upside down.

Memory card

•The same memory card is used for the
1P and 2P sides.

•There are two memory card slots in the PCB unit. Be sure to insert the
memory card, with the printed side up, deep into the upper slot (SLOT2).
With the card in, make sure the eject button beside the slot is out.
• For both the 1P and 2P sides, be sure to insert the memory card of this kit in the slot.

MEMO

5
6

Fit the back door back in position. Lock the door with the maintenance key.
Fix the back door tightly with the three screws.
(Loose screws may activate the door switch, which keeps off the power.)
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6-4 Power unit
Power unit
The power unit is located on the back of main unit.

•Be sure to use the attached AC power cord.
•Be sure to ground to the machine. Never connect the grounding wire to
gas pipe, water pipe or telephone ground terminal.
•There is high voltage inside the machine. Only the qualified industry
specialist is allowed to open the back door. With the back door open, be
very careful not to touch the monitor and its nearby parts.
•If the sub power switch of the service panel is turned OFF without turning
OFF the main power switch of the power unit, some parts in the units
remain live. When opening the back door, be sure to turn OFF the main
power switch and unplug the power cord from the receptacle.

Power unit
Door switch

Circuit protector(10A) Main power switch

Back door

Power inlet

Pin jacks for network
connection

AC power cord

6-5 Service panel
Service panel
Using the accompaying maintenance key, open and detach the maintenance door
to access the service panel inside.
Service panel
Demagnetizing button (left)
Demagnetizing button (right)
Test button (left)
Test button (right)
Service button (left)
Service button (right)
Sub power switch
Coin counter compartment
(for two pieces)
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6-6 Splitting into and moving of units
How to separate the units
The machine can be divided into the units.

•Before separating the units from the machine, be sure to turn OFF the
main power switch and remove the power cord plug from the receptacle.
•Before moving the machine, be sure to turn OFF the main power switch,
unplug the power cord, from the receptacle and remove the power cord
and networking cable from the machine.
•Before moving the machine, fully screw up all adjusters. Move the
machine on the casters.
•When moving the units, use care not to apply undue force to opening and
closing parts as well as moving parts.
•When connecting the separated units, take care not to catch the your hand
between the units.

Separating the cockpit unit and the screen unit

1

Be sure to turn OFF the main power
switch and unplug the AC power
cord from the receptacle.

2

Disconnect the main unit side of the
joint fitting A and joint fitting B.

Main unit

Screws
M8X35L

Joint fitting A
Joint fitting B
Seat unit

3

Raise all the adjusters and move
the units on the casters.
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6-7 Moving the coin counter
The coin counter was installed in the coin box when the machine left the factory, but it
can be moved onto the service panel.
How to move the coin counter

•Before moving the coin counter, be sure to turn OFF the main power switch
and unplug the power cord from the receptacle.
•There is high voltage inside the machine. Only the qualified industry
specialist is allowed to open the back door. With the back door open, be
very careful not to touch the monitor and its nearby parts.
•If the sub power switch of the service panel is turned OFF without turning
OFF the main power switch of the power unit, some parts in the units
remain live. When opening the back door, be sure to turn OFF the main
power switch and unplug the power cord from the receptacle.
•When the back door is closed, be sure to fix it with the 3 screws.

1

Be sure to turn OFF the main power
switch and unplug the AC power
cord from the receptacle.

2

Open the coin door and remove the
screw securing the coin counter.

3

Taking out the coin counter,
disconnect the two connectors.

4

Open the maintenance door and
unscrew the blind cover to remove
it from the service panel.

5

Remove the back door off the main
unit (see Steps 2 and 3 on page
48). Move the two connectors to
the service panel.

2

Screws

Coin counter

Connector
(1P)

4

Connector
(2P)

Blind cover

Screws

Rear side of
service panel
Area (hole) for
coin counter

Connector
(1P)

5

Connector (2P)

6
7

Connect the connector and secure
the coin counter with the screw.
Screw down the blind cover
(removed in Step 4 above) in the
position where there was the coin
counter behind the coin door.
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3

6

Gray Orange

Gray
Orange

1P
2P

Red

Red

Gray

Blind cover
1P

2P
Gray

7
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7-1 Replacing the coin selector
How to replace the coin selector

•Before replacing the coin selector, be sure to turn OFF the main power
switch and unplug the power cord from the receptacle.
•Take care not to apply any load or impact to the maintenance door when
it is open.
•After closing the maintenance door, be sure to check that the door is locked securely.
•When replacing parts, be sure to use parts of the correct specifications.
Never use parts other than the specified ones.
•Strictly refrain from disassembly and repair of parts which are not indicated
in this manual, as well as settings and remodelling.

1

Be sure to turn OFF the main power
switch and unplug the AC power
cord from the receptacle.

2
3

Open the maintenance door.

Maintenance door

Lever

Release the levers that fix the coin
selector. See at right.
Microswitch

4

Slide the coin selector to the right,
and take it out.

Coin selector

Slide in this direction

5

To fit a new coin selector
Fit the 2 projections of the coin
selector to their mating notches.

6

Lock the levers (in Step 3 above)
again, and close the maintenance
door.
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7-2 Replacing the fluorescent light
How to replace the fluorescent light

•Before replacing the fluorescent light, be sure to turn OFF the main power
switch and unplug the power cord from the receptacle.
•The fluorescent light is hot just after the power switch is turned off.
Wait until it cools down and then replace it with a new one of the same
type (straight tube 32W/100V white).
•When detaching and reattaching the fluorescent light unit, be careful not
to damage the wires between this unit and the main unit.
•When replacing the fluorescent light, use a stepladder for safety sake.
•When replacing parts, be sure to use parts of the correct specifications.
Never use parts other than the specified ones.
•Strictly refrain from disassembly and repair of parts which are not indicated
in this manual, as well as settings and remodelling.

1
2
3

Be sure to turn OFF the main power
switch and unplug the AC power
cord from the receptacle.
Remove the fluorescent light unit
lock screws off the top of the
billboard.
Lift the fluorescent light unit off
position. Be careful not to hit
against the ballast.

4

Push one end of the fluorescent
light in the direction of the socket.
The other end of the fluorescent
light will be datached from the
opposite socket.

5

Install a new fluorescent light in the
reverse order.

Ballast
Fluorescent light unit

Glow lamp
(FG-5P)

Billboard

Push in this direction

•It is recommended that the glow lamp should be also replaced.

MEMO
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7-3 Replacing the start button
How to replace the start button

•Before replacing the button, be sure to turn OFF the main power switch
and unplug the power cord from the receptacle.
•When replacing parts, be sure to use parts of the correct specifications.
Never use parts other than the specified ones.
•Strictly refrain from disassembly and repair of parts which are not indicated
in this manual, as well as settings and remodelling.

1

Be sure to turn OFF the main power
switch and unplug the AC power
cord from the receptacle.

2

Remove the screws and detach the
button bracket.

Screws

Button bracket

3

Remove the screw and detach the
band from the button socket.

4

Draw the socket out of the button.

5

Take the reverse steps to install the
button into position. If the socket
has been replaced, reconnect the
cables as shown below.
Orange

Band

Socket

Button

Guide
NO

White

Screw

LED

COM

Button
lamp

Button bracket

Nut
Black

Green

Band
Microswitch
The terminals on the LED PCB are marked with (+)
and (-). Be sure to connect the orange wire to the (+)
terminal and the white wire to the (-) terminal.

MEMO
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7-4 Replacing and adjusting the potentiometer
How to replace the steering wheel unit potentiometer

•Before replacing the steering wheel unit potentiometer, be sure to turn
OFF the main power switch and unplug the power cord from the
receptacle.
•Since the steering wheel unit is heavy, remove it with care.
•There is high voltage inside the machine. Only the qualified industry
specialist is allowed to open the back door. With the back door open, be
very careful not to touch the monitor and its nearby parts.
•If the sub power switch of the service panel is turned OFF without turning
OFF the main power switch of the power unit, some parts in the units
remain live. When opening the back door, be sure to turn OFF the main
power switch and unplug the power cord from the receptacle.
•When mounting/dismounting the control panel, take care not to damage
the wires connecting the steering wheel unit and the main unit.
•When replacing parts, be sure to use parts of the correct specifications.
Never use parts other than the specified ones.
•Strictly refrain from disassembly and repair of parts which are not indicated
in this manual, as well as settings and remodelling.

1

Be sure to turn OFF the main power
switch and unplug the AC power
cord from the receptacle.

2
3

Remove the screws of the back door.

Maintenance key

Screws

Insert the attached maintenance
key, turn it clockwise and remove
the back door.
•Never touch any part over the
“DANGER: HIGH VOLTAGE” area
shown below.

Back door

DANGER:HIGH VOLTAGE

(Black/white)

4

Disconnect the four connectors
shown at right.
•Disconnect the following connectors.
•SHIFT
•HANDLE
•E-HL (HR)
•Connector of the wires
(black/white) without mark

MEMO
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5

Remove the screws off the control
panel.

Flat washers

Control panel
Screws

6

Pull out the control panel towards
you.
Take due xare not to drop the
control panel. And take care that
the control panel does not damage
the monitor adjustment PCB.

Monitor adjustment PCB
Wiring

Control panel

7

Loosen the two fixing screws,
remove the screws off the
potentiometer breket, and remove
the whole bracket.

Lock screws

Potentiometer
bracket

•If the lock screws are inaccessible,
turn the steering wheel to make
them accessible and easy to
loosen.

MEMO

8

Screws

Green
Black

Red

Remove the hexagon nut and
separate the potentiometer.

Spring washer Flat washer
Potentiometer bracket

•When replacing the potentiometer
with new one, be sure to first make
the adjustment on the next page.

Hexagon nut

MEMO
Potentiometer
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How to adjust the steering wheel unit potentiometer

1

2

Fit the potentiometer projection to
the smallest hole of the potentiometer
bracket. Tighten up the hexagon
nut.

Spring washer

Flat washer
Potentiometer bracket
Potentiometer
Red

Connect the wiring poperly.
Hexagon nut

Hole

3

Grasp the potentiometer tip with
your fingers and adjust it as shown
in the figure.

4

Turn the steering wheel to the
original position, install the
potentiometer bracket as it was and
tighten the bracket with the two
fixing screws securely.

Projection

Black
Green

Adjust so that (-) mark on the potentiometer knob is
aligned with the center terminal.

•Even when the potentiometer bracket screw and the lock screws are tight
enough, the potentiometer bracket is same what loose. Keep in mind that
the bracket is not tightly locked.

MEMO

5
6

Assemble the steering wheel unit to the main unit in the reverse order.

7

Fix the back door tightly with the screws.
(Loose screws may activate the door switch, whitch keeps of the power.)

8

Plug the power cord in the receptacle and turn ON the main power switch.
Carry out “5-2 Checking the game performance” on page 24.

9

Call up the “I/O CHECK” screen, show on page 27. Move the steering wheel
and make sure the “I” make comes to the LEFT and RIGHT positions.

Attach the back door in position, and turn the maintenance key
counterclockwise.
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How to replace the pedal unit potentiometers

•Before replacing the acceleration and brake pedal unit potentiometers, be
sure to turn OFF the main power switch and unplug the power cord from
the receptacle.
•There is high voltage inside the machine. Only the qualified industry
specialist is allowed to open the back door. With the back door open, be
very careful not to touch the monitor and its nearby parts.
•If the sub power switch of the service panel is turned OFF without turning
OFF the main power switch of the power unit, some parts in the units
remain live. When opening the back door, be sure to turn OFF the main
power switch and unplug the power cord from the receptacle.
•When replacing parts, be sure to use parts of the correct specifications.
Never use parts other than the specified ones.
•Strictly refrain from disassembly and repair of parts which are not indicated
in this manual, as well as settings and remodelling.

1

Be sure to turn OFF the main power
switch and unplug the AC power
cord from the receptacle.

2

Remove the screws of the back
door.

3

Insert the attached maintenance
key, turn it clockwise and remove
the back door.

Maintenance key

Screws

Back door

•Never touch any part over the
“DANGER: HIGH VOLTAGE” area
shown below.
DANGER:HIGH VOLTAGE

4

Disconnect the wiring from the
pedal unit potentiometer.
Loosen the lock screws and take
out the gears.

Lock screws
Acceleration
pedal side

•If the lock screws are in a position
where it is difficult to loosen them,
press the pedal so that they are
positioned favorably for looseing.

Brake pedal
side
Gear

MEMO
Wiring
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5

Remove the hexagon nut and
separate the potentiometer.

6

Fit new potentiometer first and then
the gears.
•Be sure to make the adjustment
on the next page before tightening
up the gears’ lock screws.
•When replacing the potentiometer
with new one, be sure to first make
the adjustment on the next page.

MEMO

Spring washer
Hexagon nut
Gear

Potentiometer

Flat washer

How to adjust the pedal unit (acceleration and brake) potentiometers

1

Without touching the pedal,
adjust the potentiometer with a
flatblade screwdriver.
[Adjusting method]
•Potentiometer for accelerator
Fully turn the potentiometer counterclockwise
and then turn it back by about 10°.
•Potentiometer for brake
Fully turn the potentiometer clockwise and
the turn it back by about 10°.

2

Tighten up the gears’ lock screws.
Be careful not to confuse the
wiring.

3

Attach the back door in position,
and turn the maintenance key
counterclockwise.

4

Fix the back door thitly with the
screws. (Loose screws may
activate the door switch, whitch
keep of the power.)

Flatblade
screwdriver

Potentiometer
for accelerator

Potentiometer
for brake

Lock screws

Red
Blue
Black

Black

Purple

Red

5

Plug the power cord in the receptacle and turn ON the main power switch.
Carry out “5-2 Checking the game performance” on page 24.

6

Call up the “I/O CHECK” screen, show on page 27. Step on the acceleration
pedal and brake pedal and make sure the “I” make comes to the MIN and
MAX positions.
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7-5 Replacing the shift unit microswitch
How to replace the shift unit microswitch

•Before replacing the shift unit microswitch, be sure to turn OFF the main
power switch and unplug the power cord from the receptacle.
•When replacing parts, be sure to use parts of the correct specifications.
Never use parts other than the specified ones.
•Strictly refrain from disassembly and repair of parts which are not indicated
in this manual, as well as settings and remodelling.

1

Be sure to turn OFF the main power
switch and unplug the AC power
cord from the receptacle.

2

Remove the screws and take out
the shift unit.

Screws
DO

WN

UP

Shift unit

3
4

DO

Remove the screws and take out
the microswitch and plate.
When replacing the microswitch
with new one, be careful to position
the microswitch correctly. Do not
confuse the wiring.

WN

UP

Plates
Purple

Microswitches
Screws

Black
Blue

5

Place the shift unit back into
position.
•Place the shift unit in the specified
position. See the figure at right.
“DOWN” to face the monitor
“UP” to face the player

Screws
DO

WN

UP

MEMO
Shift unit
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7-6 Inspecting and replacing the motor brushes
At the motor of the steering wheel unit are fitted two motor brushes. The motor
brushes are worn every time when the machine is operated. It is therefore
recommended to do periodical checking about every 2000 hours.
How to inspect and replace the motor brushes

•Before inspecting and replacing the motor brushes, be sure to turn OFF
the main power switch and unplug the power cord from the receptacle.
•When replacing parts, be sure to use parts of the correct specifications.
Never use parts other than the specified ones.
•Strictly refrain from disassembly and repair of parts which are not indicated
in this manual, as well as settings and remodelling.

1

Be sure to turn OFF the main power
switch and unplug the AC power
cord from the receptacle.

2

Referring to page 48, separate the
control panel from the main unit.

3

Disconnect the wiring from the
motor.

4

Using a Flatblade screwdriver,
remove the screw caps and take
out the motor brushes.
•Check to see if the motor brush
has worn out up to the marked line.
If so, replace the motor brush with
new one.

MEMO

5

Install the motor brushes back into
position. Attach the control panel
in place.
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Wiring

Motor

Motor
Screw caps

Motor brushes
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7-7 Replacing the timing belt and adjusting its tension
How to replace the timing belt

•Before replacing the timing belt and adjusting its tension, be sure to turn
OFF the main power switch and unplug the power cord from the
receptacle.
•When replacing parts, be sure to use parts of the correct specifications.
Never use parts other than the specified ones.
•Strictly refrain from disassembly and repair of parts which are not indicated
in this manual, as well as settings and remodelling.

1
2

Be sure to turn OFF the main power
switch and unplug the AC power
cord from the receptacle.

Motor bracket
fixing screws
Timing belt

Referring to page 48, separate the
control panel from the main unit.

3

Loosen the four motor bracket lock
screws and the lock nuts first, and
then the two adjuster bolts.

4

Referring to page 49, remove the
potentiometer bracket first and then
undo the timing belt.

Potentiometer
bracket

Adjuster bolts
Lock nuts

How to adjust timing belt tension

1

2

3

Keeping loose the motor bracket Appropriate timing belt sag
fixing screws and the adjuster bolts,
apply a new timing belt on the
Apply 2.8kg(6.2lb) load
at the center
pulley.
Make sure the timing belt runs in
mesh with the pulley.
Tighten the adjuster bolts to
achieve the deflection specified in
the figure.

Pulley(at motor side)

Deflection to be
less than 1.5mm
(0.06in)

Pulley

Preferably use a tension gauge available on the market
for easier adjustment. For frequency measurement,set
to 305 Hz.

Make sure the deflection is as
specified. Tighten up the lock nuts
for the adjuster bolts.
•If the timing belt has a wrong
deflection, it may break or wear out
much earlier than expected.

MEMO

4

Tighten the motor bracket lock screws
evenly. Finally install the potentiometer
bracket back in position.
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Adjuster bolts
Lock nuts
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7-8 Resetting the circuit protector
If an overcurrent or short circuit occurs, the circuit protector will be automatically
actuated to protect the electric circuits of the game machine. When resetting the
circuit protector, turn OFF the main power switch, unplug the power cord from the
receptacle, eliminate the cause, and then press the button of the circuit protector.
How to reset the circuit protector

•Before resetting the circuit protector, be sure to turn OFF the main power
switch and unplug the power cord from the receptacle.
•If the circuit protector trips soon again, immediately turn OFF the main
power switch, unplug the power cord, and contact your nearest dealer.
•There is high voltage inside the machine. Only the qualified industry
specialist is allowed to open the back door. With the back door open, be
very careful not to touch the monitor and its nearby parts.
•If the sub power switch of the service panel is turned OFF without turning
OFF the main power switch of the power unit, some parts in the units
remain live. When opening the back door, be sure to turn OFF the main
power switch and unplug the power cord from the receptacle.
•If the machine is in abnormal conditions and does not operate normally,
immediately turn OFF the main power switch, unplug the power cord from
the receptacle and contact your nearest dealer.

1

Power unit

Be sure to turn OFF the main power
switch and unplug the AC power
cord from the receptacle.
Circuit protector (10A)

2

Remove the cause of the trouble.
Press the button on the circuit
protector of the power unit.
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7-9 Adjusting the monitor
The monitor has already been adjusted at the time of shipment, but it may be
readjusted as desired.
When adjusting the monitor, refer to “SCREEN CHECK” and “COLOR CHECK” on
page 28.

•There is high voltage inside the machine. Only the qualified industry
specialist is allowed to open the back door. With the back door open, be
very careful not to touch the monitor and its nearby parts.

Monitor adjustment PCB
The monitor adjustment PCB is located inside the game machine. When adjusting
the monitor, pull the control panel. (See page 48 and 49)
Monitor adjustment PCB
Monitor adjustment PCB
Wiring

2 3 4 5

1

6

7

8

9

Control panel

1

CONTRAST

2

R.GAIN

3

G.GAIN

4

B.GAIN

5

BRIGHT

6

H.SIZE

7

H.POSI

8

V.SIZE

9

V.POSI

Contrast adjustment
Used to changes the contrast.
Red input gain adjustment
Changes red brightness. Turning it clockwise will make the red deeper.
Green input gain adjustment
Changes green brightness. Turning it clockwise will make the green deeper.
Blue input gain adjustment
Changes blue brightness. Turning it clockwise will make the blue deeper.
Brightness adjustment
Changes brightness. Turning it clockwise will make the image brighter.
Horizontal screen size adjustment
Changes the width of the screen.
Horizontal image position adjustment
Changes the image position in the horizontal direction.
Vertical screen size adjustment
Changes the height of the screen.
Vertical image position adjustment
Changes the image position in the vertical direction.
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7-10 Troubleshooting
If the power switch is turned ON but the machine fails to start properly, take the following
measures. If the machine still malfunctions or any other problem than described below
occurs, immediately turn OFF the main power switch, unplug the power cord from the
receptacle and contact your nearest dealer.
Trouble
No image on screen, title unit
fluorescent light failure to light
up.

No image on screen : title unit
fluorescent light on.

Possible causes and check points

Measures

•No power turned ON.
(Main power switch, Sub-power
switch.)

•Turn ON the power switch.
Check also the shop's circuit
breaker. (See page 42.)

•Power cord disconnected from
the machine or wall outlet.

•Reconnect the power cord
tightly. (See page 42.)

•Back door open or loosely
closed.

•Screw down the back door
tightly. (The door switch has
been activated to cut off the
power.) (See page 42.)

•Circuit protector activated.

•Take measures, referring back to
page 56.

•Memory card not inserted.

•Check the memory card for wrong
position. (See page 41.)

•PCB unit defective.

•Immediately turn OFF the main
power switch, unplug the power
cord from the receptacle and
contact your nearest dealer.

•Monitor defective.

Title unit fluorescent lamp
failure to light up.

•Fluorescent lamp or glow lamp
broken.

•Replace the fluorescent lamp or
glow lamp with new one of the
same type. (See page 46.)

Screen too dark or too bright.

•Monitor maladjusted.

•Readjust the brightness on the
monitor adjustment PCB.
(See page 57.)

Start button malfunctioning.

•Switch wires disconnected from
start button.

•Reconnect the switch wires to the
socket. (See page 47.)

•Start button defective.

•Replace the start button with new
one. (See page 47.)
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Possible causes and check points

Measures

•Lamp wires disconnected from
start button socket, or reversely
connected.

•Reconnect the switch wires to the
socket. (See page 47.)

•Start button lamp (LED)
defective.

•Check the performance on the
“I/O CHECK” screens. Replace
the start button as required.
(See page 27 and 47.)

Coin selector malfunctioning.

•Coin selector defective.

•Check the performance on the
“I/O CHECK” screen.
If malfunctioning, replace the
coin selector or microswitch with
new one. (See page 27 and 45.)

No sound or too loud (or too soft)
sound.

•Sound level maladjusted.

•Make proper setting on the
“SOUND OPTIONS” screen.
(See page 29.)

Pedal unit malfunctioning.

•Wires disconnected from
potentiometer.

•Reconnect the wires to the
potentiometer. (See page 48.)

•Potentiometer maladjusted.

•Check the performance on the
“I/O CHECK” screen and readjust
the potentiometer.
(See page 27 and 48.)

•Potentiometer defective.

•Check the performance on the
“I/O CHECK” screens. Replace
the potentiometer as required.
(See page 27 and 48.)

“BAD” displayed on the “DISK
MEDIA CHECK” screen in
test mode.

•Memory card defective.

•Immediately turn OFF the main
power switch, unplug the power
cord from the receptacle and
contact your nearest dealer.

“HARDWARE ERROR (
)”
displayed on screen: game
failure to start.

•Something wrong with the
hardware.

•Write down the error code
displayed. Immediately turn OFF
the main power switch, unplug
the power cord from the
receptacle and contact your
nearest dealer.

Trouble
Start button functioning, but
failure to light up.

***
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Trouble

Possible causes and check points

Measures

“OK” appears at the initial
device check, but this check
is repeated without going to
the game mode.

•Some connectors disconnected
or wires broken.

•Turn OFF the main power
switch, unplug the power cord
from the receptacle and check
all the connectors for poor
contact. If all the connectors
are tightly connected but the
same trouble occurs, contact
your nearest dealer.

“NETWORK ERROR”
displayed: failure to play
networked.

•“NETWORK ID” wrongly set.

•Make correct network ID on the
“NETWORK OPTIONS” screen in
the test mode. (See page 32.)

•Networking cable defective.

•Reconnect the networking cable
between the machines
(see page 23) or replace the
networking cable.

•One of the networking cable has
been disconnected from during
play.

•1.Turn OFF the main power switch.
2.Connect the networking cable
properly.
3.Turn ON the main power switch
again.

•One of the networking cable has
been internally broken or broken.

•Replace the networking cable with
new one.

•You can also use
commercially-sold video
cable (75 3C-FV)
having a lengh of 2m
(78.74 in) or less.

MEMO
“DNC” and “I” marks
appearing alternately at
STATUS on “NETWORK
OPTIONS” screen, or
“ERROR” happening more
often.

•Supply voltage drop or unstable.
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•Connect the networked
machine’s power plug to the
same wall outlet.

8 Annex
8-1 Label locations and exploded view
Label
1
5, 6
1
2

3, 4

13
7

14

11

13
15
8, 9

12

10

16

17

No.
CODE No.
1 0000096944

NAME

QTY

LABEL, PLAYING A/HD

2

2

0000096945

LABEL, PLAYING B/HD

1

3

0000096518

LABEL, SIDE L

1

4

0000096521

LABEL, SIDE R

1

5

0000096530

LABEL, KONAMI L

1

6

0000096531

LABEL, KONAMI R

1

7

0000096532

LABEL, SEAT A

2

8

0000096536

LABEL, SEAT B/L

2

9

0000096537

LABEL, SEAT B/R

2

10

0000096538

LABEL, SEAT C

2

11

0000096522

LABEL, COMPANE A

2

12

0000096523

LABEL, COMPANE B

2

13

0000096528

LABEL, COMPANE C

2

14

0000096529

LABEL, COMPANE D

2

15

0000081263

LABEL, METER

2

16

0000037716

LABEL, ENTRY

1

17

0000037424

LABEL, SEAT

2

18

0000096546

LABEL, ZEICHEN

1
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NOTE

Player’s No. (1P to 4P)

8 Annex

GMA41-TB / HD
FIG.1 UNIT, CABINET(1/2)

62

8 Annex

GMA41-TB / HD

63

8 Annex

GMA41-TB
FIG.2 UNIT, CABINET(2/2)
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8 Annex

GMA41-TB

65

8 Annex

GMA41-HD
FIG.2 UNIT, CABINET(2/2)
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8 Annex

GMA41-HD

67

8 Annex

GMA41-TB / HD
FIG.3 UNIT, CONTROL

68

8 Annex

GMA41-TB / HD
FIG.4 ASS’Y, REACTION

69

8 Annex

GMA41-TB / HD
FIG.5 UNIT, CABINET SEAT

70

8 Annex

GMA41-TB / HD
FIG.6 UNIT, ATTACHMENT

71

MEMO

72

8 Annex

8-2 Wiring diagram

GMA41-TB specifications for regions using 110 voltage area in Asia. 1/3

73

8 Annex

Wiring diagram (1P)

GMA41-TB specifications for regions using 110 voltage area in Asia. 2/3
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8 Annex

Wiring diagram (2P)

GMA41-TB specifications for regions using 110 voltage area in Asia. 3/3
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8 Annex

Wiring diagram

GMA41-HD specifications for regions using 220 voltage area in Asia. 1/3
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8 Annex

Wiring diagram (1P)

GMA41-HD specifications for regions using 220 voltage area in Asia. 2/3

77

8 Annex

Wiring diagram (2P)

GMA41-HD specifications for regions using 220 voltage area in Asia. 3/3
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